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Asset Trackers

Asset trackers are used for tracking a massive variety of expensive assets whilst they are in transit.

Know Where Your Assets Are Going
Whether it's for business or personal use, our extensive range of asset trackers help keep an eye on the location and
movements of your asset. They can be deployed in different ways. Some are placed within a high-value commodity or
in the packing in which it is contained. Asset trackers these days tend to use the same GPS tracking technology that is
incorporated into vehicle tracking solutions. The difference is that they are generally required to be much more compact
to enable deployment into situations where there is limited space. The compact nature of these devices means that they
can be installed into a wider range of circumstances, but of course, the reduced size of these units also means that
battery life to keep them active is much less than vehicle tracker units.

Protect Your Assets with Asset Tracking
Asset trackers listed on our website have been used in many differing situations. Logistics companies have used them
successfully to track high-value assets that are at risk of being stolen. Television companies have used Micro Trackers
when making investigative programmes where certain commodities need to be tracked often across borders. Our asset
trackers have also been used on many occasions by private investigators who have been required to investigate
corporate theft and fraud Whatever the circumstances, although there are limitations surrounding the deployment of
GPS asset trackers, they can be used to great effect during the investigation of theft or for absolute peace of mind when
moving a high-value asset from one place to another.
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Contact Pro RF Detector / Receiver
The Contact Pro is a digital radio frequency receiver
designed to home in on and locate radio frequency
transmitting beacons. This unit has 200 channels is
designed for multiple beacons.

Product Code: RFD1

£349.00 (exc. VAT)

£418.80 (inc. VAT)

The Contact Pro is a digital radio frequency receiver designed to home
in on and locate radio frequency transmitting beacons. This unit has 200
channels is designed for use with multiple RF transmitting beacons.

Home-in From a Distance
The unit is our preferred radio frequency detector for locating our RF
beacon Trackers. From a distance of up to 0.5 km away the Contact Pro
can be activated and switched on to the channel for the RF Beacon that
the user wishes to locate. As the user move nearer to the RF beacon,
the strength of the signal received by the Contact Pro increases. This
allows the user to initially find the direction the RF Beacon is located
until eventually the RF Beacon can be located down to a matter of
centimetres.

No Specialist Technical Knowledge Required

Features
Professional robust RF receiver /
locator for use with RF Tracking
Beacons
Frequency: 433 – 434 MHz (200
digital sub-channels within this
range)
Powered by 2 x LR6 (Alkaline
1.5V) batteries
Running time of up to 20 hours
Operating temperature: -25oC to
+50oC
LCD Display for channel, gain,
tuning, etc.
Built in speaker for audio
confirmation

The Contact Pro has 200 channels which allows it to be used for
receiving and locating multiple RF Beacons that are transmitting within
the same area. The inbuilt LCD screen displays channel, device signal
gain, etc. and there is an LED bar indicator that shows radio frequency
signal pulse and the signal strength.

Practice Required Before ‘Live’ Situation Use
Although the units themselves are fairly easy to control, there is an art
to using the device effectively ‘in the field’, so it is advisable that
operators of the unit engage in practice before using the product in a
‘live’ situation. After a few practice sessions the RF Wand is very easy
to use.
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GPS Defender - On Demand Tracker
A compact versatile tracking unit that is ideal for short
to medium term people and asset tracking. Controlled
directly from your Smartphone with no tracking
platform subscriptions required.

Product Code: GPS6

£177.00 (exc. VAT)

£212.40 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Defender (On Demand Tracker) is designed for people and
asset tracking. It is a portable and compact device that can be carried in
the pocket, hidden in a bag, case, or luxury goods or even attached to
expensive equipment for extra peace of mind.

Control Directly From Smartphone
This tracker is designed and set up to be used to talk directly to your
Smartphone by SMS. There are a number of ways that the tracking
system can be used. Most customers purchase this unit because they
do not have to log onto a tracking panel and can simply call the number
of the SIM card that they put in the unit and receive an SMS location
back. The SMS received contains a real-time link to a map that will,
when clicked on, automatically display on the screen of the
Smartphone.

Receive Locations as Link in SMS
Other programmable functionality includes the ability to request the unit
to send out regular locations to your Smartphone and the ability to
request a location be automatically sent from the unit to your
Smartphone when the device moves. It should be noted that each and
every SMS location received will be at the standard cost for the network
provider of the SIM that has been put into the GPS Defender unit. Some
network providers will offer deals with large amounts of SMS messages
included for a reasonable price which would help keep operating costs
down.

Efficient Design - Low Power Consumption

Features
Neat and compact design ideal for
tracking both assets and people /
VIP’s
Easy to carry in the pocket, around
the neck or to conceal in a bag,
case or prized asset
Fully
rechargeable
1150mAh
lithium ion battery – Operational:
-20°C ~ +60°C
Battery Consumption – up to 7
days life dependant upon how
often a GPS location is demanded
from the unit
Latest SiRF Star IV (50 channel)
GPS chipset technology with inbuilt high gain antenna
In-Built
Motion
Sensor
will
automatically power down certain
systems to conserve battery power
when not moving for 5 minutes
Control
directly
from
your
Smartphone – call the SIM in the
unit and receive back a location
map link by SMS
Send SMS command to unit to set
up automated regular locations to
be sent to your smartphone...

The GPS Defender uses the latest SiRF Star IV chipset, which has
economic power usage, will ensure that users get the most from each
battery charge. This fact ensures that the dimensions

Please note that more information available online.
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GPS Defender Asset / People Tracker
This compact versatile tracking unit is perfect for short
to medium term people and asset tracking. Linked to
our dedicated tracking platform, the live and historic
data can be accessed from any web-enabled device.

Product Code: GPS7

£239.00 (exc. VAT)

£286.80 (inc. VAT)

The GPS Defender is designed for people and asset tracking. It is a
portable and compact device that can be carried in the pocket, hidden in
a bag, case, or luxury goods or even attached to expensive equipment
for extra peace of mind.

Ideal for Short to medium Term Asset
Tracking
When it comes to asset tracking, the key factors are optimised operation
and scheduled reports. The GPS Defenderâ&#128;&#153;s unique
timer design allows it to remain in deep-sleep mode all or most of the
time (when stationary). It only sends location reports according to the
pre-defined schedule, during periods when it is â&#128;&#152;on-themoveâ&#128;&#153;, ensuring users get the most from each battery
charge. This makes The GPS Defender excellent for short term asset
tracking and as a personnel tracker. The compact design ensures that it
is easy to carry on the person or maybe secrete in a bag, a case or
within a package of some description.

Motion Detection - Efficient Power Usage
Motion detection is a feature that is important when used in various
scenarios, whether it be for the elderly or chronically ill or for keeping
tabs on an asset, or vehicle maybe. This unit has an in-built motion
sensor, which activates when the tracking device is moved setting off
the process of sending out its location on a preset regular basis over the
mobile phone data network to our dedicated online tracking platform at
intervals as little as every 15 seconds.

Features
Neat and compact design ideal for
tracking both assets and people /
VIP’s
Real time tracking with 15 second
live updates (or longer between if
required)
Easy to carry in the pocket, around
the neck or to conceal in a bag,
case or prized asset/li>
Fully
rechargeable
1150mAh
lithium ion battery – Operational:
-20°C ~ +60°C
Battery Consumption – up to 4
days life or standby Time up to 1
month (2 to 3 hours movement per
day)
Latest SiRF Star IV (50 channel)
GPS chipset technology with inbuilt high gain antenna
On-Board Memory will store any
lost location data even when the
GPRS coverage is low
In-Built
Motion
Sensor
will
automatically power down to
conserve battery power when not
in operation for 5 minutes...

Low Cost EU Roaming SIM Card Available
The GPS Defender is suppl

Please note that more information available online.
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Lifetime Asset Tracker
The Lifetime asset tracker is a very long life GPS
tracking device that is perfect as theft protection for
vehicles and assets including Plant, Caravans, Static
Homes, Trailers, Horse Boxes, Tractors, Boats and
any other valuable movable objects

Product Code: GPS8

£219.00 (exc. VAT)

£262.80 (inc. VAT)

The Lifetime Asset Tracker has been designed with extremely long
deployment in mind. Ideal for all types of vehicle and movable structure,
this tracking solution is exactly what the industry has been waiting for.

Trouble
â&#128;&#152;LifeTimeâ&#128;&#153;
Deployment

Free

Where there is a need to protect valuable assets from theft tracking is
now the first consideration. What is needed is a solution that allows for a
device to be secreted within the asset, with no requirement for charging
of batteries and no concerns over SIM cards being deactivated by the
network provider during the lifetime of the tracking device. The Lifetime
Asset Tracker covers these two major factors, providing the perfect
asset security solution.

Robust Enclosure for Changing Environments
The incorporated battery can last up to 15 years! And because there is
no need for charging or SIM card change the tracking device is
completely sealed making it water and dust and shock proof. All this
ensures that the tracker is robust enough to withstand the rigors of
changing outdoor environments. The super-long battery life also means
that this GPS tracker can over time be moved to monitor a number of
different assets/objects.

Features
Robust sealed design that is
waterproof, dust and shockproof
Tracking locations each and every
time the asset tracker is stationary
Long slender design allows it to be
slotted in place within the structure
of your asset
Battery is totally enclosed, no
charging necessary – Operational:
-20°C ~ +60°C
Battery Consumption – up to 15
years (up to 12 months if switched
to’ live’ mode)
Latest SiRF Star IV (50 channel)
GPS chipset technology with inbuilt high gain antenna for
excellent accuracy
Inbuilt
Motion
Sensor
will
automatically power down to
conserve battery battery after static
location is given
Geo-Fencing will alert you via
email the moment the unit leaves
any user defined area...

Versatility By Design
The long slim cylindrical design allows the device to be hidden within a
variety of valuable assets including Plant machinery and equipment,
caravans, trailers, horse boxes, tractors, boats,other vehicles and other
moveable objects that have a high replacement cost. The tracking
system will only give a location for the asset when it is stationary, so if

Please note that more information available online.
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Micro Tracker
The NEW Micro Tracker is a superb addition to our
range of GPS tracking devices. Much smaller than our
previous version, it is perfectly suited for monitoring of
vulnerable persons, packages, assets, bags and many
other items.

Product Code: GPS4OLD

£152.00 (exc. VAT)

£182.40 (inc. VAT)

The Micro Tracker truly compliments our range of GPS tracking devices
adding a unit that is small yet versatile enough to be used in ways our
other larger products cannot.
It is amazingly compact and can be hidden in many everyday things and
is perfectly suited for tracking and monitoring of people, packages,
assets, bags and many other items that would have previously been
completely inconceivable!

Worldwide Capability - Small and Powerful
This maybe one of the smallest trackers available, but that
doesnâ&#128;&#153;t mean that it is lacking in capability in any way.
Available in two colours (Black/white) at only 25 grammes the device is
exceptionally light, but it features an omni-directional SiRF Star III GPS
antenna and a Quad-Band GSM engine providing worldwide capability.
Despite reporting its location every 20 seconds that it's on the move, the
specialist battery saving electronics ensure that the unit is capable of up
to 3 days operational deployment time, with normal usage, which is
exceptional considering its size.

Track the Micro Tracker via Phone or Web
App
When deployed the Micro Tracker is set to report back its location every
20 seconds that it is on-the-move, albeit a built-in movement sensor will
shut down reporting when the device has been stationary for 5 minutes.
Included Web and Smartphones apps p

Features
Simple to use tiny tracker – control
using your mobile phone or
through computer app
Ideal for asset / package / person
tracking,
maybe
vulnerable
persons or the elderly
Incredibly small: 38 x 38 x 14mm –
Only 22 grammes in weight
Tracks via GPS, LBS and WiFi –
GPS antenna: omni-direction helix
type – SiRF Star III
Quad-Band
GSM
engine
–
850/900/1800/1900MHz meaning
that it can be used in any country
worldwide
Powered
by
an
internal
rechargeable
450mAH
Li-on
battery – charger lead supplied
Good operational battery life – Up
to 3 days under normal usage
Battery status shown on-screen in
app and low battery alert sent to as
an alarm notification in-app
Swift battery recharge time:
approximately 3 hours...

Please note that more information available online.
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RF Beacon Tracker
The RF Beacon Tracker is the ideal asset tracking
solution that is ideally used in conjunction with one of
our GPS devices. The device is designed to transmit
every second and can be located down to a matter of
centimetres.

Product Code: RFB1

£155.00 (exc. VAT)

£186.00 (inc. VAT)

Although the RF Beacon Tracker can be used on its own, its range is
limited and this is why its preferred deployment is as a more accurate
tracking back up for one of our GPS devices.

Rechargeable Long-term Battery Life
The RF Beacon Tracker is relatively small in size and is powered from
an internal rechargeable lithium ion battery. After a full charge, a
deployment time of up to 10 days is achievable, easily long enough to
enable recovery of an asset.

Accurate and Frequent Transmissions

Features
Battery-powered
self-contained
unit
Supplied with or without attached
magnet (17Kg pull)
Internal rechargeable lithium ion
3.7v 920mAh battery
Deployment time of 7 to 10 days
after a full charge
Dimensions: 73 x 40.5 x 24mm
Supplied with Mascot 2240 wall
charger

The RF Tracker is designed to transmit every second and can be
located within a matter of centimetres. It can be supplied with or without
the magnet dependent upon customer preference and can be
programmed to any one of 200 transmission frequencies which enables
numerous devices to be used within the same area. The maximum
transmission distance is approximately 1Km ‘line-of-sight’, although in
a built up area maximum transmission distances of around 400 metres.

Locate Tracker inside Building or Metal Structure
The RF Tracker can be concealed within a package or maybe attached
to a crate. Normally a GPS tracking device attached to a vehicle will
enable tracking of a package or crate in transit, but more often than not,
identifying an exact package or crate after it has been removed from the
vehicle and taken into a premises can be quite difficult to achieve. The
RF Tracker not only enables the item to tracked into the building in
which it is located, but more precisely it can be located within the
building even if it has been hidden away. An RF wand is required in
order to locate the device (please see Contact Pro RF Detector in this
section).
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